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• Solution is an eigenvalue problem:  
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OUTLOOK: 
COMBINATION OF GRACE AND GPS 
Approach 
Given: SH from GRACE and terrestrial GPS in local area 
Methodology: 
• Convert SH to Slepian coefficients 
• Update Slepian coefficients by the terrestrial GPS 
observations with the help of a Kalman filter 
• Kalman filter is implemented as continuous Wiener 
process acceleration (CWPA) model 
Data:   
• GRACE GFZ Rel.05 with GAC restored 
• Height observations of GPS time series of 12 stations 
 
GPS site distribution 
Preliminary results 
Conclusion 
• The direct conversion between specific and non-
specific Slepian coefficients is possible. 
 Meissl scheme for Slepians (analogue to SH) 
 trivial approach numerically more efficient 
• Data distribution is “not” critical for the estimation of 
the Slepian coefficients but for the derivation of the 
Slepian base function 
 
